St Joseph’s
a bright future
The first stage of this process is to build a new Early Years classroom in the playground area and we are delighted to say that we
have enough funds to begin this Stage 1 of the project.

developers, LondoNewcastle, they have agreed to construct the foundations for the
new classroom as part of their building works. This generous arrangement solves the
problems of access to a very confined site and takes full advantage of equipment LN
will already have on site for their works.

PROPOSED

EXISTING

You will be aware of the demolition and building works that have been taking place
on the Parker Street site adjacent to our playground. Following negotiations with the

A

ENTRANCE
Concerns were raised over the
security of the current entrance area.
Once past the front door, visitors
are able to proceed unchallenged
in numerous directions. As such the
entrance door often remains closed
resulting in over crowding in the lobby
and outside during peak times.

B

KITCHEN
The current kitchen is too small and
is poorly located in relation to the hall/
dining area. Large servery equipment
is wheeled to and from the hall each
day resulting in a cluttered hallway
and disruption to pupils and teachers.

PHASE 01 - Early Years Classroom - DATES TO GO HERE

C

OFFICES
Currently the administrative offices are
dispersed over several levels and are
disconnected from each other. With
no dedicated reception area/office,
visitors are required to report to the
main office located on the first floor.
This is again a security issue and can
create confusion.

PHASE 02 - Playground Infill - DATES TO GO HERE

A

EARLY YEARS CLASSROOM
A new self contained early years
classroom will be located within the
existing playground. A secure rooftop
playground will be provided to help
recover lost playspace. The relocation
of the existing early years room will
then enable internal modifications
within the main building to proceed.

B

PLAYGROUND INFILL
The school suffers from a lack of
external playspace. In an effort to
provide more, the current void over
the lower level playground will be
covered with an infill system. This will
enlarge the upper playground whilst
maintaining adequate lighting levels to
the lower playspace.

PHASE 03 - New Kitchen - DATES TO GO HERE

C

KITCHEN
The kitchen will be relocated and
enlarged to provide a better service.
A permanent serving hatch direct from
the kitchen to the hall will enable the
better use of the hall during lesson
time and will cause less disruption.
Storage areas are also provided for
the dining tables and chairs.

D

ENTRANCE/OFFICES
A secure entrance lobby will be
created which is serviced by a
dedicated reception area linked to the
main administration office. The new
reception will have access controls to
allow visitors into various parts of the
school. The strong visual links and
control create a secure environment.

PHASE 04 - Entrance and Office - DATES TO GO HERE
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